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Abstract
A discretized rotation acts on a pixel grid: the edges of the neighborhood relation are affected
in particular way. Two types of conﬁgurations (i.e. applications from Z2 to a ﬁnite set of states)
are introduced to code locally the transformations of the neighborhood. All the characteristics of
discretized rotations are encoded within the conﬁgurations. We prove that their structure is linked
to a subgroup of the bidimensional torus. Using this link, we obtain a characterization of periodical
conﬁgurations and we prove their quasi-periodicity for any angle.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
New trends of discrete geometry comprise the search for discrete rotation algorithms.
The difﬁculties arise from the fact that they are expected to have properties similar to those of
the euclidean rotations; such as bijectivity, commutativity, transitivity, etc. The motivations
that underlie this problem have been discussed in depth in an appropriate section of this
article. We think that some precise ideas on the way rotations deform the discrete space,
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can exalt our imagination in the quest for new algorithms. In this article, we exhibit, as a
source for inspiration, some local properties of discretized rotations.
Our study focuses upon the action of a discretized rotation on thewhole grid; a discretized
rotation is the composition of classical euclidian rotation with a rounding operator. More
precisely, we consider classically the image of each point, but we are also interested in the
transformation of each edge. We study the structure of the rotated discretized grid, which
contains three types of edges: horizontal, vertical and diagonal edges. For demonstration,
in Fig. 2, such a conﬁguration is represented.
Given a ﬁxed discretized rotation, we introduce at Section 2.1 two types of conﬁgurations.
Conﬁgurations are applications from Z2 to a ﬁnite set of states. The ﬁrst one indicates the
transformation of the neighborhood of each point by the discretized rotation; the second
one describes the intersection of the rotated discretized grid with each unit square centered
in an integer point.
Then, we present some properties of the above conﬁgurations. Notably, in Section 3, we
show that they are directly linked to the structure of a subgroup G′ of the bidimensional
torus formed from the elements obtained by the canonical projection of elements of the
non-discretized rotated grid.
With the above result and a study of the structure of G′, in Section 4, we obtain our two
main results. These supply important informations about the regularity and complexity of
the conﬁgurations. The ﬁrst claims that the conﬁgurations are periodical if and only if the
rotation angle is pythagorean: its cosinus and sinus both are rational. The second claims
that, for any angle, the conﬁguration is quasi-periodical; where quasi-periodical means that
for each pattern appearing, there exists a size of rectangle such that this pattern appears in
any rectangle of this size.
1.1. Motivations and history
Discrete rotations is not a famed place inmathematics. In this brief introduction, however,
we would like to put forward the reasons for which we believe that the discrete rotations
will manifest as an important problem to solve through the next decades. Moreover, we
are convinced that they will provide a fertile area for research. In this section, we will also
refer to the practical applications that may result from this research in discrete rotations
algorithms.
The aim of discrete geometry is to provide a set of underlying principles, deﬁnitions, and
theorems which would be simple and consistent in discrete spaces, and only to the extend
that this new theory would stay consistent with euclidean geometry when “looked from far
away”.
In euclidean geometry, the isometries of the euclidean plane comprise a central and
strategic part of the theory! In our intuition of the physical world, they have a similar
central position. Similarly, one would expect them to have a central place in any fair discrete
geometry theory. For example: the set of ﬁgures that match the deﬁnition of a line or of
circle, have to be closed by discrete isometries, since they should reﬂect the properties of
usual isometric transformations. At the moment, discrete and continuous rotations produce
very different theories.
With regards to discrete geometry, themost completework available is the Ph.D.Thesis of
Andrès [4].Within which the reader will ﬁnd a survey on the properties of principal rotation
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algorithms, and some improvements on pythagorean rotations. For quasi-shear rotations,
the reader may also have a look at [5].
Voss in his reference book [30] has alsomentioned some results on pythagorean and shear
rotations.However, the presentationof these rotations remains succinct.Weiman [31] is cited
as the oldest algorithm using 3-shear rotations, and Greene and Yao [11] was mentioned
as reference for pythagorean rotation. Réveillès has written a section in his Docent [23]
about 3-shear rotations and pythagorean rotations. We are currently unable to ascertain as
to whom we should connect with the genesis of pythagorean or 3-shear rotations. 3-shear
rotations are also used when they are completed in the harmonic domain.
Strange structures induced by iterating discretized rotations have been noticed by Jefferies
and Deane [17] andAndrès [4]. Some of the patterns, we can observe in the conﬁgurations
that we have studied are reminiscent of the work of Amidror [3], and also the work of
Ostromoukhov [21].
Manyarticlesmention aneed for robust rotation: “Manipulationand transformationof the
discrete volume are difﬁcult to achieve without degrading the image quality or losing some
information. Rotation of rasters by angles other than 90 degrees is especially problematic
since a sequence of consecutive rotations will distort the image.” said Kaufman in a lecture
for SigGraph’99 [18]. Most articles that are involved here express the wish for a brighter
method to perform rotations: [9,13,14,20,25]. Indeed, a new method for discrete rotations
seems to be requested.
Canny et al. [9],Hénon andPetit [13],Blanc [8] have submittedwork on the errors induced
by the composition of rotations. There are also plenty of articles in computer arithmetics
that deal with the calculus of trigonometric functions. However, we are convinced that these
approaches alone cannot provide a solution to the problemof transitivity in discrete rotations.
Mainly, because they ignore the geometric nature of the rotation. Actually, the problem is
not really due to a limited arithmetical precision, but it rather arises a problem from the
deep incompatibilities that exists in-between grids and circles, between non-rational real
numbers and rational numbers.
More generally, one may conceive discrete rotations is bounded to the problems of
isotropy. Isotropy in discrete universe2 is clearly discussed as a problematic question in
Chapter 12 of Ilachinsky’s book on cellular automata [15]. In a certain light, the work on
isotropy in lattice gases models is also therefore interesting [28]. Toffoli has also written on
3-shear rotations [29]. There are also papers of Griffeath that deal with isotropic growing
process in CA [12]. Have ﬁnally a look to [10,27].
In pattern combinatorics many results exist that are quite similar to the quasi-periodicity
result proven here. Most classical results that can be found in this reference book [7]. We
also encourage the reader to consider books on quasi-crystals [22,24]. However,most results
of dynamical systems that may concern our study have currently only been developed in
dimension one.
Historically, scientists have tended to delay the resolution of the problematic nature of
discrete rotations. We have also seen that there is much bibliography expressing the need
2 Find a simple set of rules for a dynamical system, for example cellular automata, such that the compartment
of this dynamical system will look like isotropic: it certainly implies circles and rotations on a grid!
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for a variant of rotation that would be suitable for application on a grid. However, it is an
evident there has never been any real endeavor to solve the problem.
1.2. Practical applications and near future
With regards to practical aspects, a valid discrete rotation algorithm could provide lots
of beneﬁts to scientiﬁc and technological community:
• in computer graphics, and printing: the ability not to loose information while processing
data can be considered as a non-negligible advantage. We have already noted that most
of the community deplores the lack of algorithms without rounding errors. Similarly,
printing has always been related to high-quality graphics,
• in image and discrete signal processing: lots of image transforms are invariant by con-
tinuous rotations. Of course, they tend to comport differently in discrete spaces. It leads
generally to some troubles. For instance, the robustness of pattern recognition algorithms
that are tolerant to rotation is a difﬁcult problem,
• in particle system simulations, and therefore in solid modeling and atomic modeling:
here, rounding errors can cause errors in conservation laws and unrealistic simulations.
In discrete geometry, to our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to study transformation of the
edge for discrete rotations in depth. In this article, we explain quasi-periodicity because
describing the conﬁgurationswill enable us to signiﬁcantly improve the quest for admissible
“discrete rotations”. We can prove one can build a trivial rotation algorithm, that is linear
time and that uses the conﬁguration we have deﬁned as an oracle. We also expect many
more fundamental results to follow.
Yet, recent development of constructive results in dynamical system theory invites us to
hope soon a complete algebraic description of the conﬁgurations we have presented here,
classical results on the generation of sturmian string can be found in [7], new extended
results explains how to generate Arnoux–Rauzy sequences and the reasons of the link of
these ones with rotational sequences are detailed in [1,6].
If we except the remaining steps in the quest for discrete rotations that are referred at
the end of the article. There is much more to say on principal properties of each category
angles. We need to provide a simple algorithm to build the conﬁguration: we actively think
to substitutions due to the new results ofAdamczewski [1].Moreover, the rotation algorithm
cannot be transitive if the deformation induced by previous application of the algorithm is
not memorized in some way on the image. Our conﬁgurations are such a coding scheme.
We hope the conﬁgurations of this article can be useful in that aim. There is much more
to search to achieve that goal in general. Some randomized variants of discrete rotation
algorithms have also to be studied.
2. Deﬁnitions and basic properties
2.1. Conventions
We work in the euclidean plane R2 or in the discrete plane Z2, the horizontal and
vertical unit vectors will be referred as i,j. For each two-dimensional vector v, we denote
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its horizontal (resp., vertical) coordinate by vx (resp., vy). For each vector v of the discrete
plane, the neighborhood of v is deﬁned by:V4(v) = {v +i, v −i, v + j, v − j}. We also
recall that the neighborhood relation V4 is the set of pairs (v, v′)such that v′ ∈ V4(v).
Two vectors v and v′ are neighbors if (v, v′) is an element of V4. The symmetric graph
(Z2,V4) is called the square grid.
An arrow is a vector that belongs to the setA= {−1, 0, 1}2.
Let x be a real number. We recall that the ﬂoor function 
x is deﬁned as the greatest
integer less or equal to x. The rounding function, or point-discretization function is deﬁned
as: [x] = 
x + 0.5; we also deﬁne the application {.} by {x} = x − [x]. These applications
are applied to vectors of R2, component by component.
Let v0 be a vector of the plane. The discretization cell of v0 is the set of vectors of the
plane which have the same image by discretization as v0; formally: {v ∈ R2, [v] = [v0]}. It
is the half-opened unit square centered on [v0].
We can also deﬁne the torus T2 = (R/Z)2. Throughout this article, we use x → {x}
as the canonical bijection between T2 and the real square [− 12 , 12 [2. The set {{v}, v ∈ R2}
is also the discretization cell of 0. Thus, for each element v of the real plane, {v} will be
identiﬁed with its canonical projection of v on the torus.
2.2. Conﬁgurations induced by discrete rotations
Let  be a real number; r denotes the rotation of angle  in the real euclidian plane. The
discretized rotation of angle  is denoted by [r]; it is the composition [.]◦ r. For our study,
we assume, without loss of generality, that  belongs to the interval [0 . . ./4].
In this section, we introduce local conﬁgurations that encode the discretized rotation [r].
As stated in the introduction, a conﬁguration is an application C that maps each point of Z2
to an element of a ﬁnite setQ, called set of states. The set of states used along this document
will be the set of subsets of the setA of arrows, 2A.
We deﬁne the conﬁguration C that maps each vector of Z2 to the set of the arrows to its
neighbors after a discrete rotation [r]. Formally,
C(v) :=
⋃
v′∈V4(v)
{[r]( v′)− [r](v)}.
The information stored in C can also be re-affected to the discretization cell of r(v) as
follows: for a discretization cell centered in a vector w, we affect to w the union of sets
C(v), for all v, such that [r](v) = w. We denote by C′ the corresponding conﬁguration.
Formally,
C′( w) :=
⋃
v such that [r](v)=w
C(v).
Note that the conﬁgurationC′ appears to have a complex deﬁnition, but has a natural geo-
metrical interpretation:whenone considers thediscretized rotatedgrid ([r](Z2), [r](V4)),
C′( w) encodes the intersection of the discretization cell centered in w with the discretized
rotated grid.
The construction of (C′) is detailed in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Construction of the conﬁguration C′( w). (a) We start by considering all the antecedents of a speciﬁed cell
w. In the ﬁrst case there is just only one: v. In the second case v0 and v1 are the two antecedents. Afterward, we
consider the 4-neighbors of that antecedents (here displayed on the rotated grid). (b) We construct the image by
discrete rotation of each of these points. (c) In a ﬁnal step, we associate the vectors of the relative position of the
neighbors of the image to the discretization cell.
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2.3. Basic properties
In this section, we present a set of primary observations on the properties of the rotation
conﬁgurations. When they appeared too trivial, proofs have been omitted. In general, those
ones involve a simple case by case analysis or geometric arguments.
2.3.1. Local constraints for conﬁgurations
Let v and v′ denote two vectors of Z2 which are not neighbors. We have: ‖r(v) −
r( v′)‖ = ‖v − v′‖
√
2, which yields that [r](v) and [r]( v′) are contained in different
cells.
Thus, for each v of Z2, C(v) contains exactly of 3 or 4 different non-null-arrows.
Moreover, if C possesses only 3 arrows, then it means that one arrow is a null one; and not
that two arrows merge.
The same argument also yields that, for each vector w of Z2, the set of antecedents in
Z2 of w by [r], that is composed of the v of Z2 such that [r](v) = w, contains at most
two elements. If this set is a singleton, w is a normal point. w is a double point if this
set contains two elements. When this set is empty, w is a hole. Moreover, the following
proposition holds: when w is a hole, C′( w) contains no arrow. If w is a normal point, then
C′( w) contains four non-null arrows. Finally, w is a double point implies that C′( w) is
the union of two disjoint sets C(v) and C( v′). Each of them comprises 3 arrows, with
[r](v)= [r]( v′)= w.
Assume that v′ = v + i; we can initiate a similar study with v′ = v + j. We easily prove
that [r]( v + j) = [r]( v′ + j) considering horizontal components: we have r( v + j)x =
r( v + i)x − cos  − sin , thus r( v + j)xr( v + i)x − 1, which gives [r( v + j)x]<
[r( v + i)x]. On the other hand, we have: r( v′ + j)x = r(v)x + cos  − sin , thus
r( v′ + j)xr(v)x (remember that 0/4), which gives [r( v′ + j)x][r(v)x].
Thus, we have [r( v′ + j)x]> [r( v + j)x], since [r(v)x] = [r( v + i)x].
The same argument holds to prove that [r]( v − j) = [r]( v′ − j). Thus, C(v)∩C( v′)
only contains the null arrow, and the distance between any other pair of neighbors of v of
v′ is at least √2. C′( w) contains exactly 6 non-null arrows: this is what has been claimed
(Fig. 2).
One may also prove that two neighbors cannot be both holes in a same conﬁguration C′.
A domino is the union of two neighbors cells. Consider a vertical domino: it is formed by
two cells that share a horizontal side. Let v denote an integer vector such that the horizontal
line lh,v passing by r(v) cuts the domino. Assume, moreover that r(v) is chosen, outside
the domino, such that the length of the line segment of lh,v between r(v) and the domino
is minimal. At least one element of the set {r( v + i), r( v − j)} is in the domino; it is due
to the minimality hypothesis. This provides the result. A similar argumentation holds when
the domino is horizontal.
Why cannot two neighbors vectors be both double points of a same conﬁguration C′?
If r(v) and r(v′) are in the same vertical domino, then we have ‖v − v′‖2< 22 + 12. If
 = 0, we can assume ‖v − v′‖2. If ‖v − v′‖ = 2, without loss of generality, one may
assume that v′ = v+ 2j. The only other possible vectors whose images by r can be in the
domino are v+j+iand v+j−i. But, these two last vectors cannot be simultaneously in
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Fig. 2. Representation of C′. The set of arrows inside a cell centered around w represents the value C′([ w]). The
background intensity highlights the multiplicity of each point. The horizontal and vertical axis have also been
slightly darkened. This example was generated with = 0.7081 rad.
the domino since (in absolute value) the difference between the horizontal components of
their images by r is larger than 1.
Thus, if the images of four vectors were in the same domino, these vectors would be the
corners of a (closed) unit square, since the distance between two of these vectors is at most√
2.
It would imply that the domino would have to contain a closed unit square: this is not
possible; there exists a horizontal line whose intersection with this square is a closed line
segment of length at least 1. Thus, this is a contradiction.
2.3.2. Coding preserves line information
For each vector v of Z2, the difference [r]( v + i) − [r](v) can be extracted from
C(v). More precisely, it provides the ability to decide among the arrows which one is
[r]( v + i)− [r](v).
This assertion relies on the arguments below.
• When C(v) contains a diagonal arrow: there is no ambiguity about the edge which
induces this arrow. See Fig. 3.
• If C(v) contains a null-arrow, then one can easily ﬁnd the neighbor v′ of v such that
[r]( v′)= [r](v). See Fig. 4.
• The discretization process preserves the trigonometric order of edges around [r](v), for
those that have not been transformed into a null arrow.
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Fig. 3. It is assumed that r(v) is in the central cell. In each cell are written the possible vectors contained. There
is only one possibility, for cells which are not neighbor to the central one.
Fig. 4.With the same convention as in Fig. 3, we assume, moreover that [r]( v + i)=[r](v). The arrow (0,−1) is
in C and we also have two of the three dashed arrows). There is a similar ﬁgure for any case, if another neighbor
of v is in the central cell. There is a mutual exclusion of possible values of C for those cases.
There are some similar results for C′: for each normal point w of Z2, the knowledge of
C′( w) allows to compute the difference [r]( v + i)−[r](v), where v is the only vector such
that [v]= w; and for each double point w ofZ2, the knowledge ofC′( w) allows to compute
the set of elements [r]( v + i)− [r](v), for all v such that [v] = w. Informally, these last
items claim that the images by [r] of horizontal lines of the grid are encoded in C′.
Nevertheless, there is one additional difﬁculty in the case whenC′( w) contains 6 arrows.
We ﬁrst have to determine if the set S w of vertices v′ such that [r]( v′)= w is a set of the type
{v, v + i} (ﬁrst case), or {v, v + j} (second case). The ﬁrst case implies that both vertical
arrows are elements in C′( w), and the second case implies that both horizontal arrows are
elements inC′( w). More precisely, if we are in the ﬁrst case andC′( w) contains horizontal
arrows, then C′( w) also contains (1,−1) and (−1, 1). If we are in the second case and
C′( w) contains vertical arrows, then C′( w) also contains (−1,−1) and (1, 1) (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. The only alternatives when C′( w) contains 6 arrows, including vertical and horizontal ones.
With this result, one may extract from C′( w) the informations to precise the encountered
case.
The next proposition clearly proves that the conﬁgurations encode the corresponding
rotations.
Proposition 1. Let  and ′ be two real numbers of [0,/4]. The following properties are
equivalent:
(a)  = ′,
(b) C = C′ ,
(c) C′ = C′′ .
Proof. Obviously, we have a → b → c, thus it remains to prove that c → a. Previous
argumentation on the coding of images of horizontal lines has shown that for each positive
integer n the value [r](ni) can be computed fromC′. It provides an approximation of cos 
with a precision of 1
n
. This is true for any n, thus cos  is determined by C′. This leads to
the result. 
2.3.3. Symmetry
The conﬁgurations admit a central symmetry for all angles except a numerable set called
special angles. An angle  is special if there exists an integer vector v such that 2r(v) has
at least one integer component.
3. Properties
3.1. Patterns and associated frames
Let (a, b) be a pair of integer numbers such that ab. The interval [a, b[Z is the set of
integer numbers u such that au<b.Awindow is the product of two such integer intervals.
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Informally, we can say that a window is a rectangle of Z2. Let v and s be integer vectors
such that the components of s are positive. [vx, vx + sx[Z × [vy, vy + sy[Z is the window
of size s located at v. When the localization is not precised, it is assumed that v = 0 . It
contains sxsy elements of Z2. The real vector v + s/2 is called the center of the window.
We deﬁne a pattern of size s as a function deﬁned on the window of size s and that
associates a state of the set Q to each point of that window. The size of a pattern is the size
of the window that supports it.
Let C be a conﬁguration and pat be a pattern of size s. The pattern pat appears (at v) in
the conﬁguration C if and only if there exists a point v ∈ Z2, such that for each vector v′ of
the window of size s, C(v + v′)= pat( v′).
We deﬁne a frame of the torus T2 as a real rectangle of the form [a, b[×[c, d[, with
− 12ab< 12 and − 12cb< 12 .
The following theorem is fundamental: by linking symbolical and vectorial dynamics on
the torus, it provides the ground that is required to build an analysis of the conﬁguration
rotations.
Theorem 1 (Fundamental theorem forC, SymbolicalMap ofC). There exists a partition
of the torus T2 into frames I1, I2, . . . , In such that, for each pair (v, v′) of elements of Z2,
C(v)=C( v′) if and only if {r(v)} and {r( v′)} are in the same frame Ii of the partition.
Moreover, for any pattern pat, there exists a frame Ipat such that, for each vector v of
Z2, the pattern pat appears in C located at v if and only if {r(v)} is element of Ipat .
Proof. To initiate this demonstration and without loss of generality, we are going to focus
only on the position of the right neighbor v+i of a point v; and we consider the following
subproblem: decide when [r(v)] and [r(v +i)] have the same horizontal coordinate.
We have: r(v +i)x = r(v)x + cos(). Thus, ([r](v))x = ([r](v +i))x if and only if
({r}(v))x + cos()< 12 , or ({r}(v))x < 12 − cos(). This inequality splits the torusT2 into
two frames according to the vertical line located at x = 12 − cos(). We recall that T2 is
identiﬁed to the discretization cell of 0.
The same kind of result is obtained by considering horizontal and vertical coordinates
of all neighbors of v. More precisely: we obtain 4 vertical lines and 4 horizontal lines that
split the torus into frames.When no lines are merged, there are 25 frames. By deﬁnition,
this partition satisﬁes the theorem (see Fig. 6).
The second part of the theorem is an extension of the previous reasoning, hence its proof
relies on similar arguments. Let pat denote a pattern of size s. To determine whether or
not pat appears in C located at v: pat is characterized by the components of the vectorw′ = [r(v + v′)] − [r(v)], for each vector v′ such that −1 v′xsx and −1 v′ysy .
The value w′x is the lowest integer k0 such that {r(v)}x − v′y sin + v′x cos <k0 + 12 ;
we seek the lowest integer k0 such that {r(v)}x < k0+ 12 + v′y sin − v′x cos . k0 would
be known when for each integer k, one can decide whether the above inequality is satisﬁed
or not. For each pair (k, v′), either the previous inequality, or its opposite is valid. All these
inequalities must be satisﬁed by {r(v)}x to have pat appearing in C, located at v.v′ is bounded, hence for |k| sufﬁciently large, each inequality that has been induced
by the pair (k, v′) is either impossible or trivial. Thus, we only have a ﬁnite number of
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0 <  <  / 6
 / 6 <  <  /4
Fig. 6. Two sample symbolical maps ofC that partition the torus into frames associated to its symbol. If the image
of a vector v by r is in a frame Is , then C = s. The arrows in the symbol indicate the location of the cells where
the rotated neighbors of that point are located.
non-trivial inequalities. When it is realizable, their conjunction is equivalent to a condition
of the type: xpat{r(v)}x < x′pat , where xpat and x′pat denote real numbers such that
− 12xpat < x′pat < 12 .
The same argument can be used for the vertical component {r(v)}y . When all the condi-
tions can be simultaneously satisﬁed, we obtain a frame Ipat = [xpat ; x′pat [×[ypat , y′pat [.
This frame satisﬁes the second part of the theorem. 
We have an analog theorem for C′.
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Corollary 1 (Fundamental theorem for C′, Symbolical Map of C′). For any pattern pat
such that pat(0) is not empty (is not a hole), there exists a frame Ipat such that, for each
vector w ofZ2, the pattern pat appears inC′ located at w, if and only if there exists a vector
v of Z2, such that [r](v)= w and {r(v)} is element of Ipat .
For any pattern pat such that pat(0) is empty, there exists a frame Ipat such that, for
each vector w of Z2, the pattern pat appears in C′ located at w, if and only if there exists
a vector v of Z2, such that [r](v)= w −i and {r(v)} is element of Ipat .
Proof. pat denotes a pattern of size s. Let w belong to Z2 and v denote a ﬁxed vector such
that [r](v)= w. If there exists two such vectors, then we choose v as the vector with vx+vy
minimal and minimal vx .
We wish to determine whence pat appears in C′ located at w: for each vector w′ of
Z2 such that 0 w′x < sx and 0 w′y < sy , and each vector v′ of Z2, we have to know if
[r](v + v′)− [r](v)= w′.
First, we will bound the problem by considering only vectors v′ of Z2 such that ‖ v′‖√
2‖s‖+2; since, otherwise, we cannot have [r](v+ v′)−[r](v)= w. Afterward, we can
project the problem on vertical and horizontal axes: we have to know for each “bounded
pair” ( v′, w′) if {r(v)}x − v′y sin  + v′x cos < w′x + 12 . i.e. if {r(v)}x < w′x + 12 +v′y sin  − v′x cos .
Hence, each bounded pair ( v′, w′) induces an inequality which must be satisﬁed by
{r(v)}x to have pat appearing inC, located at v.We conclude like in the proof of theorem1.
The second part of the theorem is proved in a similarly, except that v is taken in the cell
centered in w −i. 
3.2. Structure of induced groups
We have just seen that the appearance of a pattern pat in C or C′ is in relation to the
existence of elements of the set G′ = {r}(Z2) which are also elements of Ipat . G′ is the
subgroup of T2 generated by {i} and {j}, where i = r(i) and j = r(j).
We also consider the subgroup G of R2 deﬁned by G = Zi + Zj + Zi + Zj. Note
that for each vector v of R2, v is an element of G if and only if {v} is an element of G′.
We remark an well that G is invariant by integer translation and rotation of angle /2.
A real angle  is pythagorean if cos  and sin  are both rational.
We now investigate the structure ofG andG′. The set {‖v‖, v ∈ G\{0}} will be denoted
L. We discriminate two distinct cases: either inf(L)= l0, with l0 = 0, or inf(L)= 0.
For each of these case, an independent study is provided.
3.3. The discrete case: inf(L) = 0
Proposition 2. Let l0 be the lower bound L. There exists a vector e of G such that
‖e‖ = l0.
Proof. There exists a sequence (ei )i>0 of vectors ofGwhose sequence of norms converges
to l0. One can assume without loss of generality that each vector ei is in the closed disk of
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radius l0 + 1 (centered at the origin). Since the disk is compact, there exists an extracted
subsequence (eij )j>0 that converges to a vector e.
Yet, proceed by contradiction: assume that e is not reached. We consider elements of the
sequence (eij )j>0 are pairwise different. Then the sequence (eij −eij+1)j>0 formed by the
differences of two consecutive terms converges to the null vector, and moreover, has no
null element. Thus, we have a sequence of elements of G\{0} whose sequence of norms
converges to 0. This is a contradiction. 
Proposition 3. We have G = Ze + Ze′, with e′ = r/2(e).
In addition, G′ is ﬁnite and  is pythagorean.
Proof. Assume that there is an element v of G outside of Ze + Ze′. ve is the vector of
Ze + Ze′ such that ‖v − ve‖ is minimal. We have ‖v − ve‖< ‖e‖. This contradicts the
minimality of ‖e‖ in G.
G′ is ﬁnite since G ∩ [− 12 , 12 [2 is ﬁnite. T2 and [− 12 , 12 [2 are identiﬁed via the function
v → {v}. The number of elements of G′ is 1/l20 , due to an area argument.
Since G′ is ﬁnite, there exists a positive constant K such that K{i} = 0 in T. Thus, Ki
is vector of Z2. After consideration of the horizontal and vertical components of i, we
conclude that  is a pythagorean angle. 
3.4. The dense case: inf(L)= 0
Proposition 4. If inf(L) = 0, then for all > 0, there exists a vector e of G such that
0< ‖e‖,G contains the groupZe+Ze′, with e′= r/2(e). In addition,G′ is inﬁnite
and  is not pythagorean.
Proof. The only non-obvious fact is that  is not pythagorean.Assume that  is pythagorean.
Thus, there exists a triple (a, b, c) such that we can state cos =a/c and sin =b/c.
We consider horizontal and vertical coordinates, and it yields to the fact thatG is included
in Z 1
c
i+ Z 1
c
j. This contradicts our hypothesis! 
4. Main results and discussion
4.1. Applications
The study of groups and the fundamental results about frames can now be turned to proﬁt,
and we are now going to establish the main results of this article.
Theorem 2. The following properties are equivalent:
(1)  is pythagorean.
(2) C is periodical.
(3) C′ is periodical.
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Proof. Assume that  is pythagorean. There exists a positive constant K such tha Ki and
Kj both are in Z2. Hence, for each vector v of Z2, we have {r}(v + Ki) = {r}(v +
Kj) = {r}(v). We apply Theorem 1, it yields that C(v + Ki) = C(v + Kj) = C(v).
Thus, the conﬁguration C is periodical. The same argument and Corollary 1 prove that C′
is periodical: C′( w +Ki)= C′( w +Kj)= C′( w).
Conversely, if C is periodical, then there exists an integer vector t such that for each
integer vector v, {r}(v) and {r}(v + t) are in the same element Ip of the frame partition
deﬁned in Theorem 1. By repeating this argument, we obtain that for each integer k of Z,
{r}(v + kt)= {r}(v)+ k{r}(t) is element of Ip.
Assume that ({r}(t))x is irrational. Classically, {{r}(v)x + k{r}(t)x, k ∈ Z} is dense
inR/Z, which yields that the horizontal length of Ip is 1. But this is impossible, for  = 0,
since there is always a vertical line splitting the torus. For the vertical component, we
proceed similarly therefore {r}(t) is a rational vector.
So, there exists a positive constantK such that r(Kt), which is also (Ktxi+Ktyj) is an
element w of Z2. We conclude from this (examining the system of two equations given by
the components) that cos  and sin  are both rational and more precisely cos = tx wx+ty wy
K(t2x+t2y)
while sin  = ty wx−tx wy
K(t2x+t2y)
.
Now, assume that C′ is periodical: there exists an integer vector t′ such that for each
integer vector w of Z2, and for each integer k of Z, C′( w) = C′( w + kt′). Thus, if w is
chosen such that it is not a hole, for each integer k of Z, there exists at least one integer
vector vk of Z2 that is an antecedent w + kt, such that [r](vk)= w + kt.
Consider the vector wk=r(vk+1)−r(v0). From the condition about the integer rounding,
we have ‖ wk−kt′‖4. Thus, the distance between t′ and the discrete group r(Z2) is lower
than 4/k. It is true for any integer k ofZ. So, we deduce that t′ is element of r(Z2). Finally,
similarly to the way it has been done in the case of periodical C, we conclude that  is
pythagorean. 
Notice 1. Among pythagorean angles, there are particular ones: a discretized rotation of
such an angle is bijective; for more details see [16,19]. Up to a “/4-radians symmetry”,
all the angles that are concerned can be written  = arctan( 2k+12k(k+1)+1 ). The proof of the
characterization of these angles relies on a precise description of the group G.
Theorem 3. For all angle  ∈ [0 . . ./4], C and C′ are both quasi-periodical.
Proof. If  is pythagorean, then the result holds since C and C′ both are periodical.
We assume now without loss of generality that  is not pythagorean.
Let pat be a pattern appearing in C, located at v0, and Ipat be the corresponding frame
of the symbolical map. We are going to prove that there exists a size s such that for any
vector v of Z2, the window of size s centered in v contains a vector v′ such that {r}(v′) is
element of Ipat .
We ﬁx a positive real  and consider the set S = [−1 · · · 1]2 ∩ (Ze + Ze′) (reem-
ploying the notations of Proposition 4). Notice that, for each real vector w′ that belongs
to the discretization cell of the origin, the set { w′} + S has a non empty intersection
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with any square of side at least 2, included in the discretization cell of the origin. For
 chosen sufﬁciently small, the set {r}(v) + S has a non-empty intersection with the
frame Ipat .
S is a ﬁnite subset of G; therefore each element w of S can be written as linear
combination of the generators: w = a wi + b wj + c wi + d wj, and since S is ﬁnite, it
leads to the existence a positive constant K, such that for all w ∈ G, we have |a w|<K,
|b w|<K, |c w|<K and |d w|<K.
Let w0 be an element ofG such that {r}(v)+ w0 is element of Ipat . Consider thewindow
centered in v of size (2K, 2K). The element v′ = v + a w0i + b w0j is in this window and{r}(v′) = {r}(v) + {w0} = {r}(v) + w0. Thus, {r}(v′) is element of Ipat . This is the
expected result!
Let pat be a pattern appearing C′ at w0 and I ′pat is the corresponding frame. We have
to prove that there exists a size s′ such that, for each vector w of Z2, the window of size s′
centered in w contains a vector r(v′) such that {r}(v′) is element of I ′pat . Using the same
argument as used forC, we observe, in a similar way, that there exists a size s such that, for
each vector v ofZ2, the window of size s centered in v contains a vector v′ such that{r}(v′)
is element of I ′pat . If s′ is sufﬁciently large (for example s′ = 2s), then any window of size
s′, contains the image by r of a window of size s. According to Corollary 1, this provides
the expected result. 
The quasiperiodicity-function is mainly dependent of the continued fraction develop-
ment of cos() and sin(). Additional characteristics of these quasi-periodic conﬁgura-
tions can also be added by considering the three distance theorem ([2,26] is also a good
survey).
4.2. Generalization
The deﬁnition of the conﬁgurations tolerates some modiﬁcations that do not affect the
results nor their proof scheme. In the deﬁnition of C, one can use any other non-trivial and
regular neighborhood relation or some other discretization algorithms. However, we do not
have a precise conception of which discretization algorithms are acceptable, and which are
not.
To change the neighborhood relation in the deﬁnition of C has generally no impact
on the quasi-periodicity of the conﬁgurations. Actually, the result is true for any regular
neighborhood; a regular neighborhood relation is invariant through translation by i or by
j:R(v, v′) ⇔ R(v +i, v′ + i) ⇔ R(v +j, v′ + j). The conﬁguration induced by the new
neighborhood and C are in bijection through a rational function if and only if the arrows
of the new regular neighborhood relation generate Z2.
Planar transducers may be used to prove that proper3 variations of the neighborhood
deﬁnition do not perturb the quasi-periodicity result.
It is recalled that a transducer is an automaton that works on two different tapes: one for
input and one for output. The transition’s edges have been labeled with an optional addi-
tional symbol. During the reading process of word w, each time a transition is applied, the
3 Providing a non-empty regular neighborhood relation.
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transducer outputs the additional character. It is here assumed that the underlying automaton
is deterministic; therefore, the output of the transducer is also deterministic.
A (4-direction) planar transducer is a transducer whose heads are located on Z2. At each
transition, the plane transducer decides of a move for its input head and for its output head:
each of it can move to one of its 4-neighbors. It is rational if and only if the underlying
automaton does not recognize “stared”-expressions without to output a character. In that
case there is a bound on the number of character that can be read, without to output a
character.
A rational plane transducer is able to translate a 4-neighborhood conﬁguration, to a 8-
neighbors conﬁguration: such computation is possible because it involves to merge local
informations: in a ﬁnite radius ball. Hence, themerging process involves only ﬁnite memory
and constant time. Therefore, it can be implemented in a transducer and there exists a
bound on the number of transitions that the transducer can do without to write a single
character.
In fact, the same argument works for any (ﬁnite) radius of proper regular neighborhood.
One can show that there exists rational plane transducer that converts a 4-neighborhood
conﬁgurations to a new conﬁguration that speciﬁes the position of each neighbor in the
new neighborhood relation. Moreover the smallest complete encoding of discrete rotations
only requires only two neighbors that can generate Z2. This condition is necessary: the
existence of an inaccessible point to the transduction process would forbid the computation
of its image. Hence, the relative position of the two points would be inaccessible; it would
disconnect the space. It is sufﬁcient because it provides a ﬁnite path to any point of the
neighborhood: the ﬁnite transducer process can follow this path, and the image of that point
can then be computed. We have chosen to encode the 4-neighbors because it seems more
natural: it avoids an arbitrary asymmetric choice.
The deﬁnition of C also admits variants according to the discretization operator used.
For instance, the quasi-periodicity result also holds for the following operators:
• x → 
x + k (it simply translates the cell representative cell, and the associated frames
on the torus, but does not change the dynamic)
• x → x + k (it is similar to the previous case except the symbolic map has symmetric
half-opened windows)
• a Khalimsky discretization can also be used, the most simple would be
x →
{
x + 12 if x /∈Z,
x if x ∈ Z.
An exhaustive theory of admissible discretization operators is out of purpose here; we
indeed insist on the fact that the default rounding used by computers, the function x →
(sgn(x))
|x| has not the quasi-periodicity property. Some patterns appear around the origin
or around the axes that cannot be found anywhere else in the conﬁguration.
To sum up brieﬂy this section: it seems that the quasi-periodicity results forC andC′ are
quite stable results.We are convinced that these results are particular cases of a much larger
theory. The dynamical system theory has initiated such a study in the one-dimensional case.
There is yet much to do for higher dimensions.
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4.3. Conclusion and perspectives
The quasi-periodicity result is useful to discriminate the possible generating processes:
forC, a more precise study of the block-complexity and of the dynamical map have shown
that the studied conﬁgurations are a Cartesian product of planar sturmian conﬁgurations.
Therefore, these conﬁgurations are related to double-sequences associated with discrete
planes, and quasi-crystals. And this was not intrinsically sufﬁcient to prove the quasi-
periodicity of C.
The induced group requires a more complete study of the ﬁnite cases. We have started
this study and it is already leading to some additional discrete geometry results: a charac-
terization of bijective angles can be found in [19].
The symbolical map and results on equi-distribution ofG are rich in numerical datas.We
believe they will become more and more important in further studies. The probability of
each patterns can be deduced from the previous symbolical map.We are stimulated by this:
this result may be used in order to force the apparition of a pattern pat1 according to the
probability of an other pattern pat2 through a ﬂip transformation that does not affect the
density of pat2. By this means to force the apparition of holes and the apparition of double
points in an appropriate proportion according to the angle, using only ﬂips that leave the
slope invariant, relying only on a local evaluation of the slope.
Finally, such conﬁgurations can be constructed for any quasi-isometry. Notably for the
other discrete rotations. It would be an exciting project to classify the quasi-isometries
according to their local properties and according to the way those ones are reﬂected in their
associated conﬁgurations.
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